C.

Supplementary terms and conditions for the purchase of
lift passes under the “Skiing for All” October campaign
by the Gitschberg Jochtal-Brixen consortium*

For lift passes purchased as part of the “Skiing for All” October initiative promoted by the Gitschberg Jochtal-Brixen consortium, the
general T&Cs of Dolomiti Superski and the Gitschberg Jochtal-Brixen consortium apply with the following additions, amendments
and/or clarifications.

1. Pass validity: the discounted lift pass purchased as part of “Skiing for All” in the month of October becomes non-refundable
upon first use. Following its first use, refunds – whether full or partial and for any reason – are expressly excluded.
2. Lift restrictions enforced by official authorities: the User expressly acknowledges full awareness and acceptance of and
compliance with the current applicable Covid-19 prevention measures enforced by the competent authorities with specific regard to
ski lift facilities (e.g. mandatory green pass, and requirements in terms of vaccination and/or testing) as well as ski sports in general.
Additionally, the User declares that he/she will also fully accept and comply with any other official measures and requirements to
which the use of ski lifts and ski facilities may become subject in the future, and waives any reimbursement claims whatsoever
against the operator in the event that the purchased passes cannot be enjoyed as a result of said new regulations.
The no-refund clause under art. 1 of this document also applies in the event that, after purchasing a Gitschberg Jochtal-Brixen
season lift pass as part of the “Skiing for All” initiative, the holder disagrees with any of the new provisions enforced with regard to
access to the lift facilities.
Lift passes may only be returned in the event of a skiing accident (as per General Terms and Conditions) or non-activation (if the
pass has never been used).
In the event of non-activation, a processing fee of €20 applies for each season pass refunded, regardless of the category. Refunds
must be requested by submitting the form provided for this purpose. Non-activated passes cannot be replaced with other lift passes.
No processing fees apply in the event of refund due to a skiing accident.
3. Updated data pursuant to Covid-19 regulations: in view of the fast-evolving epidemiological and legislative situation, applicable
regulations regarding the use of lift facilities may change in the period between the purchase and the first time the pass is used.
Therefore, validity of the holder’s green pass may have to be checked before the lift pass can be activated and used – at no extra
cost for the holder. Should the holder not comply with the legal requirements for transportation, he/she is entitled to withdraw from
the purchase contract and be refunded the pass purchase price, as long as the pass has not been used.
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*subject to possible changes – see general terms and conditions on www.gitschbergjochtal-brixen.com

